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Abstract: Studies on ambient computing technologies have shown their potential for assisting older adults to manage medications. However, their results cannot be generalizable, since they were conducted in different settings. We assessed the feasibility of a Medication Ambient Display (MAD) to improve the medication adherence of low-income Mexican older adults with mild-cognitive impairment (MCI). Through semi-structured interviews to 11 dyads of older adults and family caregivers who used MAD, we identified the effects of the setting conditions in the adoption and use of our technology. Our results showed that older adults forgot less to medicate. However, we observed that seniors have risky medication-related behaviors as a consequence of the challenges impose by our setting, such as the lack of adequate pharmaceutical policies regarding the rational use of medicines and the follow-up on patients’ medication regimens. We outline design implications for developing ambient computing technology to reduce drug adverse events associated with these challenges.
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1. Introduction

Older adults are susceptible to having risky medication-related behaviors. The most common reasons for non-adherence among older adults is forgetfulness, which has been associated with the fact that multiple cognitive processes associated with prospective memory, are involved in remembering to follow a medication regimen [1,2]. Problems with prospective memory cause deficits in basic and instrumental activities of daily living, such as taking medications, which increments caregiving demands [3,4].

Additionally, the lack of appropriate health-care and pharmaceutical policies to manage medicines and provide appropriate follow-up on patients’ treatment, contributes to making older adults vulnerable to medication errors. When patients are discharged from hospitals or after a physician consultation, they are very often left to deal with medication variances without the support of hospital staff, a situation that may increment adverse drug events, such as taking drug combinations with interactions that should be avoided [5]. Also, both medication regimen complexity and number of medications taken by older adults, are associated with unplanned...
hospitals admissions, and adverse drug events [6,7]. Mexico like other developing countries, lacks of appropriate regulatory mechanisms to deal with the different dimensions of the harmful use of medicines, such as, self-medication and inequitable access [8,9]. That is, patients do not “receive medications appropriate for their clinical needs, in doses that meet their individual requirements for a period of time” [10]. These circumstances of the setting might remain unperceived by older adults, and lead them to have risky medication-related behaviors. In this paper, we show how several of these circumstances affected the use and adoption of our technology.

Different technological approaches have been proposed to facilitate older adults to manage their medication regimens with the main focus of providing reminders through mobile phones [11], and digitally augmented pill containers and dispensers [12–14]; while others aim at keeping older adults motivated to take their medications [15,16]. These studies do not discuss how actually people manage their medication to cope with the adverse effects that might emerge due the latent circumstances of patients’ settings. Some of these studies focus on assessing ambient computing technologies to demonstrate their potential for improving older adults’ medication adherence [12,15,16]. The main aim of this paper is to report how the qualitative evidence collected through two formative evaluations of our Medication Ambient Display (MAD), enabled us to outline a set of design implications for developing ambient computing technologies that cope with medication safety challenges faced by low-income older adults in Mexico.

The following section describes the MAD design, deployment and evaluation. Next we describe the study design and findings obtained from 11 older adults-caregivers dyads that used the MAD. Finally, we discuss new MAD design implications and the study limitations; and conclude by presenting the future directions for our project.

2. Medication Ambient Display (MAD)

An Ambient Display is characterized by presenting relevant information in an unobtrusive way, unless it requires user’s attention; additionally, it should enable users to easily monitor the display to obtain the desirable information [17,18]. To this end, ambient displays use abstract modalities to represent information, such as pictures, sounds and movement.

To develop the Medication Ambient Display (MAD) presented in Figures 1 and 2, we followed an iterative methodology based on user-centered design [19,20]. It is based on the premise that system usability is evaluated throughout its development life cycle [21]. The study reported in this paper is part of a broader project, which included several evaluations conducted to incrementally validate the design and functionality. Thus, previously we have conducted ethnographic studies and heuristic evaluations to inform the design of MAD. MAD’s design rationale and further technical details are presented in [19] and [20]. This section explains the functionality of MAD to be deployed in the older adults’ homes.

2.1. Ambient Modalities

MAD uses the following ambient modalities to aid the medication of older adults:

- **Abstract representations of the daily medication taking**: The MAD implementation shows a virtual bird, which has the aim of raising elders’ consciousness about how they have to take the responsibility for caring for their own health, in a similar way that they gladly take care of their pets. As presented in Figure 1a,b, the abstract representation is an animated parakeet that symbolizes the daily medication adherence. Each day a new pet hatches to represent the medication adherence. Additionally, by touching any point of the virtual parakeet, the MAD presents detailed information of the daily medication adherence by using the notation presented in Figure 1d. For instance, in Figure 1c, MAD shows the 4 medicines that a senior needs to take 3 times a day: during morning, afternoon and night. Additionally, it presents that a morning medicine (e.g., Losartan) was not taken; and that the afternoon and night doses are still pending.

- **Auditory and pictograms-based notifications to remind taking medications**: The auditory notifications (i.e., a parakeet whistle) call the older adults attention when they have to take
medications; while the pictograms-based notifications present critical information to follow the medication regimen as described in Figure 2a).

2.2. MAD Deployment

To assess its effect, we implemented a MAD for Android tablets to be placed as a portrait frames in the older adult’s home. In order to track the medication adherence, we attached Near Field Communication (NFC) tags to the containers (e.g., box) of each of the prescribed medicines. So, older adults were asked to move pills containers closer to the tablet after taking them (see Figure 2b). Afterwards, the parakeet acknowledged that the medication was taken and registered, as illustrated in Figure 2c. We also implemented an administration application (Figure 3), which we used to tailor MAD to participants’ medication prescription and the timetables that they reported to follow. Since evaluating the ease for adapting and configuring MAD was out of the scope of this study, participants did not used MAD administrator. So, we tailored MAD which included: entering the medications name and health problem to address (Figure 3a), selecting the images that best represent the pills and their container (Figure 3b), attaching and configuring NFC tags to each of the pills containers, and the timetables and frequency that they should be taking (Figure 3c).

Figure 1. Medication adherence representations: (a) Abstract representation based on the parakeet growth; (b) Growth levels that a parakeet may reach during the day; (c) Detailed information about the medication adherence corresponding to the current day; elder or caregiver may choose a different date to consult; and (d) notation used to represent when medicines were taken on time, missed to take, or are pending to take diagram of the participants’ progress through the stages of each field evaluation.

Figure 2. MAD reminding to medicate: (a) Pictogram-based reminder; (b) When each visual reminder is presented, senior should medicate and then move the corresponding medication container closer to the tablet in order for the NFC attached to it to be recognized by the tablet NFC reader; (c) MAD acknowledging that the medicine was registered as taken on time.
3. Methods

3.1. Study Aim

The study presented in this paper had the aim to address two particular research questions:

Q1: What is the effect of using MAD on older adults and their family caregivers?
Q2: What factors are influencing the adoption of MAD by older adults?

To understand the scope of this study, we situated it within the usability specification and evaluation framework for health information technology reported by Yen and Bakken [21]. According to it, the interaction of the four usability components (i.e., user, task, system and environment) can be incrementally evaluated during the five stages of the system development life cycle (SDLC): (1) lab or field studies to specify needs for setting and users (i.e., task-user interaction); (2) lab evaluations of system performance (i.e., system-task interaction); (3) lab evaluations of interaction performance (i.e., system-user-task), in which usability aspects are assessed such as learnability and satisfaction; (4) field evaluations of an integrating system into a setting to assess quality aspects related to system effectiveness, efficiency and user satisfaction (i.e., system-user-task-environment); and (5) field evaluations to understand the impact of health IT beyond the short-term measures of system-user-task-environment interaction, such as patient outcomes, guideline adherence, and cost-effectiveness.

As illustrated in Figure 4, our study included two field evaluations corresponding to stage 4 of the SDLC, since both of them were designed to obtain an understanding of how the medication ambient display might change participants’ behavior in a real setting, and how the setting might influence its adoption.
3.2. Study Flow

3.2.1. Field Evaluation 1

The first field evaluation was conducted during 6 weeks. To recruit participants, we used social web sites. Eight (N1 = 8) older adults’ caregivers contacted us, from which 2 were eligible. The aim of this evaluation was to assess the adoption of MAD, in addition to test its main functions. To reach this end, participants reported information regarding technical and usability problems, which we addressed as they were reported [19].

3.2.2. Field Evaluation 2

The second field evaluation was designed as an observational study to collect data to measure specific outcomes associated with the effect of using MAD in the older adults’ medication adherence. It lasted 12 weeks. Thus, in addition to the techniques used to conduct the context inquiry, we used the pill count technique to measure the changes in older adults’ medication adherence throughout the evaluation stages.

3.2.3. Field Evaluations’ Stages

Each of the field evaluations included the following stages, which were approved by the Ethics Review Board of the Nursing School:

- **Recruitment.** To be eligible to participate, older adults had to be over 60 years old, live at their homes, present poly-pharmacy, i.e., taking at least three prescribed medications, have mild cognitive impairment (MCI), report medications forgetting events, and have a relative that assists them in following the medication routine, such as reminding to medicate or serving medications. We assessed the eligibility criteria through interviews and by administered validated clinical instruments, which are described in Table 1. Enrolled older adults signed an informed consent form and received roughly $14.00 USD as a weekly economical incentive. To contact potential participants, we used different strategies for each of the evaluations.

- **Pre-intervention (baseline).** To characterize participants, we conducted a contextual inquiry consisting of semi-structured interviews and observation. We collected data in three major aspects: problems faced in medicating adequately, help received by their relatives, and feelings of the family caregivers.
• **Intervention (use of the technology).** We visited each of the older adults to introduce MAD in the presence of their caregivers. For this training, we used the “spaced retrieval” approach that consists on the following activities sequence: teach, ask, wait, ask again, wait, ask again [19]. After the training session, which lasted 40 min. approximately, MAD was personalized according to older adults’ prescriptions, and the timetables that they used to medicate. MAD was placed in the home’s room where they usually medicate, mostly it was in the kitchen and living room. Similar to the pre-intervention stage, we conducted the contextual inquiry and centered it to find out if MAD produced changes in older adults’ medication behavior, and caregivers activities and feelings.

The above-mentioned activities enabled us to identify opportunities for the MAD refinement, such as addressing technical and usability issues, not altering the concept design of MAD described previously; and finally, to identify new design implications reported in the Discussion section.

3.3. **Data Analysis**

To generate the study dataset, we transcribed the collected audio data from their original Spanish, and incorporated the handwritten notes and photographs taken during the interviews into the transcripts. Individual quotes were translated into English for use in this article. For the qualitative analysis, we followed the thematic analysis approach [22], which consists in generating initial codes from the data, searching for potential themes, contrasting the identified themes with the data, and iteratively refining the themes.

For the quantitative analysis, we estimated the medication adherence, which refers to the doses taken, in relation with what was prescribed. We calculated it as a percentage by summing all pills taken by each participant during a period of time, and dividing it by the sum of the total of pills prescribed for the same period of time. We used One-Way ANOVA with repeated measures and Tukey’s HSD test to find significant differences in medication adherence between the evaluation stages.

3.4. **Organizational Setting**

The study was conducted in Mexicali, Mexico. All participants were primarily low-income and affiliated with the Mexican Institute of Social Security (IMSS), the largest medical institution in Mexico. Periodically, monthly or bi-monthly, they attended an IMSS clinic for a follow-up consultation and for receiving an updated prescription to get their medications from the clinic’s pharmacy. Ten students from the Nursing School or our University participated as research assistants. They were enrolled in a social service program, which aims at providing older adults living in one of the municipality’s oldest neighborhoods, with occupational therapy. The research assistants collected data through the pill count technique from the participants during all the stages of the second field evaluation; while the first, second and third authors of this paper collected the qualitative data through interviews.

4. **Findings**

As depicted in Figure 4, two (N₁ = 2) older adults used MAD in evaluation 1 and nine (N₂ = 9) during evaluation 2. Table 1 presents the characteristics of the 11 older adults participants (9 female and 2 male). Participants age range varied from 60 to 85 years (M = 69.64; SD = 6.71). We categorized our findings in themes that explain the positive effects of MAD on the older adults’ medication behavior and their family caregiver involvement, and the challenges for incorporating MAD on their medication routines.

4.1. **Positive Effects of MAD**

• **Reducing instances of forgetting.** MAD not only helped older adults remember medicating, but also to recall if medications had been taken. For instance, P1’s wife reported that some risky behaviors diminished, e.g., she stated: “one morning [before using MAD] I found two pills on the bed
that he took out from the container and apparently forgot to take them, but now [while using MAD], he is more attentive to taking his pills.” Additionally, MAD helped caregivers ensure that older adults did not forget to take medication; e.g., P9 said: “my children used to forget to remind me to take medications. Now, they hear the parakeet, and then check if I am taking them …”. By calculating the weekly medication adherence of the 9 participants of the second field evaluation, and then the average of these weekly estimations for each evaluation stage, we found that it increased from M = 83.61% (SD = 15) in the pre-intervention to M = 95.97% (SD = 6.08) in the intervention. Nonetheless, with the withdrawal of MAD, it decreased to M = 76.71% (SD = 16.33). By using One-Way ANOVA with repeated measures, we compared the effect of MAD on the group of participants during the three phases. It showed a significant statistical difference between at least two of the phases (F[2, 14] = 6.59, p = 0.0096). With a post-hoc analysis using Tukey’s HSD, we identified that there exists a statistical difference between the pre-intervention and intervention phases (p = 0.02), and between the intervention and post-intervention phases (p = 0.0016); and Cohen’s effect size values (d = 1.35 and d = 1.72, respectively) suggest a high practical significance in both cases. This positive effect on the participants’ behavior is also evident when estimating the cumulative medication adherence, as illustrated in Figure 5. It shows that the participants’ medication adherence improved from 83.61% at the end of the pre-intervention phase, to 87.99% at the end of the intervention; and finally, it diminished during the post-intervention up to 85.82%. We asked older adults to explain their perception of their medication behavior during the post-intervention phase. Seven (7) older adults felt that it had been negatively affected. For instance, the participant P6 stated: “I take them at any time, or until I remember to … Before [during the intervention], when the parakeet sang, then I came [to the kitchen] to take them, and noticed the missed pills”. On the other hand, two participants (P5 and P10) perceived that their medication adherence was not affected; however, their average medication adherence estimated for each phase, dropped from M = 89.10% during the intervention phase to M = 74.29% during the post-intervention for P5, and from M = 92.62% to M = 69.29% for P10.

![Figure 5. Cumulative pill-count adherence across the 12 weeks of evaluation 2.](image)

**Table 1.** Characteristics of the older adults (N = 11) who used MAD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>N = 11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>69.64 ± 6.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive impairment</td>
<td>Mild (MCI) a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal education completed (years)</td>
<td>6.73 ± 2.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caregiver relationship</td>
<td>Spouse: 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Child: 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grandchild: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication Adherence (Pill Counting)</td>
<td>81.04 ± 15.01 b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reported Medication self-efficacy c</td>
<td>4 reported low adherence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7 reported mild adherence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cognitive impairment: It was assessed with MMSE [23] in field evaluation 1; and with SPMSQ [24] in field evaluation 2 since it is more appropriate to be administered to low-literacy persons.

Medication adherence: Calculated through the pill count technique based on the 9 older adults who used MAD during field evaluation 2. We used self-reported instruments for recruiting participants with low-mild adherence medication. In field evaluation 1, we used SEAMS [25], and in evaluation 2 we used MAQ-8 [26], which is shorter and simpler than SEAMS [26].

- Preventing symptom based-medication: We found that for some older adults, symptoms acted as cues for realizing that they had forgotten to take their pills. For participant P1, who took medications for pain relief, the system helped him take them on time and prevent under-medication, which increased his physical pain, or overmedication, which highly worried his wife. Regarding this, he reported: “... I used to skip the doctor instructions, now I obey the system and I feel more supported and responsible”. Similar benefits of using MAD were reported by P9: “[before using MAD] I realized that I have forgotten to take the pills for controlling my blood pressure, until I felt dizzy”.

- Better awareness within informal care network: MAD enhanced the awareness within the informal care network of the care recipient’s day-to-day medication intake. The system changed the patterns of caregiving, which were influenced by the particular family context. For instance, P1 lived with her husband and an adolescent grandchild. However, P1’s daughter was the relative concerned for her medication adherence, who did not live in the same home but used to visit P1 every day to prepare lunch, while checking and advising her to remember medicating. During the intervention phase, P1’s daughter reported consulting the system once a day, every day: “If I don’t check it in the morning, I check it in the afternoon. Now, I don’t have to ask my mom about her medications”. A more relevant result was that the system made P1’s adolescent grandchild get more involved in her medication routine. During the first week, he got familiarized with the system functionality. During the following weeks of the study, the afternoon auditory notification made him aware about helping her apply the glaucoma eye-drops, which was an issue that worried P1’s daughter. Different circumstances influenced the system’s adoption by P9, who lives with her grandchildren. P9 reported: “Before [using the system] I used to forget to take medications, and my children forgot to remind me. Now, when they hear the parakeet whistle, they ask me: ‘Mom, have you taken your pills?’”. Similarly, P8’s husband commented: “When my wife is in the backyard, and the parakeet sings, then I call her, prepare the medications and approach the tablet to register them”.

4.2. Challenges for Adopting MAD

- Accumulation of medications: Four (4) participants reported that physicians authorize medications refilling on each visit, causing them to accumulate medications. For example, one of the participants had an inappropriate control of her medications since she stored and ordered her medications as illustrated in Figure 6a; she was initially reluctant to use the system since she had to adopt a new way to manage her medication, which included to take pills from the containers with the attached NFC.

- Similar medication containers and pills: Participant P3 was illiterate and used to identify medications through the physical appearance of their containers, and pills’ shape and color (see Figure 6b,c). However, she reported that some containers of different medications look alike, and that containers design may change, which incremented her dependency on her husband for recognizing medications.

- Complex medication routines: Additionally, participant P3 had a complex medication routine since she took several (6) medications on different timetables, and decided not to combine any of them. Therefore, she felt that receiving many reminders daily was overwhelming, causing her to decline to use the system at the beginning of the intervention stage as depicted in Figure 4.
5. Discussion

Based on the study results, we identified new design implications in order for ambient technology to fit into Mexican older adults’ settings to provide more robust adherence support. Afterwards, we will discuss some limitations of our study and results.

5.1. Design Implications

- **Ambient stylized representations encourage relatives to assist older adults**: Receiving direct family assistance is the main approach to ensuring that older adults with cognitive decline follow their prescribed medications regimens [27]. On the other side, a related line of research shows that caregivers are slow to assume responsibility for administering patients’ medications and often wait until safety issues are apparent [27]. We found that MAD enhanced the awareness within the family care network of the older adults’ medication intake, which made caregiving patterns change, such as motivating relatives to provide older adults with direct assistance. We attributed this effect to the fact that MAD was designed: (i) to be integrated into the home as an ornament, which attracted the attention of relatives; and (ii) to reveal the older adults’ medication behavior through stylized and dynamic representations. However, MAD did not enable both older adults and relatives, to be aware about the effect of the medication management strategies adopted to cope with specific contextual conditions, such as being illiterate or accumulating medications. Consequently, further design features should be incorporated into MAD. To this end, the following are our recommendations to develop ambient technologies that cope with risky medication-related behaviors of older adults.

- **Persuading strategies for supporting the rational use of medications**: Technologies may perform a retrospective assessment of the number of doses dispensed over the dispensing period (i.e., medication possession ratio) [28], and used it to persuade older adults about making appropriate utilization and management of medication. For instance, the gamification [29] approach could be implemented to incent older adults when they have an appropriate control of their medications; or by explicitly informing older adults and family caregivers about the quantity of medications they possess which may help them discuss with their physicians the pertinence of prescriptions refill.

- **Intelligent recognition of medications**: To enable older adults to identify medication containers with similar appearance, medications technologies may incorporate algorithms to recognize objects. Belongie et al., 2014 [30], proposes the shape matching algorithm to identify
correspondence between shapes; however, its computational efficiency may be high since it requires an images database for the algorithm training stage. A more appropriate algorithm to be executed in Tablets PC may be the proposed by Jiang et al., 2014 [31], to recognize the characters of medications’ labels. It uses methods such as contour tracking, projection and back-propagation neural networks for character recognition.

- **Knowledge based-systems to adjust the medication regimens to older adults’ daily routine:** To cope with the lack of appropriate and regular professional assessment for planning how to follow medication regimens [32], we propose that intelligent agents assist older adults at home to adjust their medication routine to fit into their lifestyles. Agents may propose a medication schedule based on their daily activities; suggest how to pair daily routines with the prescribed medication regimen since routines may act as additional cues for remembering medicating [2,11,32] and finally, recognize potential drugs interactions to assess if they could be combined. To provide this personal assistance, agents need a knowledge base to make inferences and decisions about a medication regimen. In this sense, ontologies can be used to enable agents to accomplish a semantic reasoning about a particular domain. Ontologies have been used for empowering computing systems with ambient intelligence to personalize non-pharmacological interventions for patients with dementia [33]. The advantage of using ontologies is that domain knowledge can be reused; thus, system designers may take advantage of medical ontologies that describe diseases [33], and drug-drug interactions [34].

5.2. Study Limitations

The sample size included in this study was small, so the quantitative assessment does not enable us to provide conclusive results of MAD effectiveness. However, we argue that our study provides evidence of the feasibility of MAD for supporting the medication adherence of older adults. The qualitative assessment added rich description to help determine the factors that influenced the adoption of MAD by both, older adults and caregivers; in addition to new design implications for supporting the adaptation of ambient technologies to cope with some of the complexities of the setting. On the other hand, we are not able to state that our results are generalizable to the whole Mexican senior population. This is due to the fact that participants were primarily from a low-income socioeconomic stratum; therefore, exploring this technology among higher income elders who have access to private health-care services, might produce different findings. Furthermore, although recruitment of older adults yielded a high level of participation in this study, most of the elders contacted during the recruitment were women, i.e., 9 out of the 11 were female participants.

6. Conclusions

We presented evidence of the potential of our approach to improve participants’ medication adherence. Including, how our ambient medication display helped improve and encourage the involvement of older adults’ relatives in assisting them. However, we observed that older adults have risky medication-related behaviors as a consequence of the challenges imposed by the national public health system due the lack of adequate pharmaceutical policies for the rational use of medicines and follow-up of patients’ medication regimens. Some of the risky medication-related behaviors that participants presented were: accumulating medications, confusing medications that look alike, tending to give unused medications to others, and following inappropriate timetables for taking their medications which contributes to the medication complexity. The qualitative findings enabled us to outline design implications to be used as hints for developing ambient computing technology to reduce drug adverse events associated with these risky behaviors. We plan to extend MAD with the intelligent capabilities that we envisioned, such as agents, and then assess their effectiveness for coping with risky medication-related behaviors of older adults.
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